
  

HRAC   Recommendations   
regarding   Sheltering   Our   People   
without   a   House   this   Winter   

Preamble   
We   are   grateful   for   the   extraordinary   efforts   our   Municipal   and   Community   leaders   devoted   to   
the   protection   of   our   houseless   over   the   past   year   and   everyone’s   willingness   to   learn   from   the   
experience.   And   we   are   grateful   for   our   new   Mayor’s   commitment   to   addressing   our   housing   
crisis.     
As   houseless   and   formerly   houseless   individuals,   we   are   grateful   for   those   who   have   helped   us   
find   our   way   physically   and   spiritually.   And   we   are   grateful   for   our   peers   who   teach   us   more   
each   day.   
Our   hope   is   that   we   can   all   slow   down   now   and   make   certain   that   the   changes   that   are   coming   
are   changes   for   the   better.   
We   appreciate   the   opportunity   to   share   our   recommendations   and   look   forward   to   helping   you   
build   the   bridges   across   the   chasms   dividing   our   community.   
  

Being   houseless   is   not   a   disease   or   a   disorder.   Personal   trauma   is   a   burden   in   each   person’s   
journey   through   a   life   that   brings   them   into   our   community   of   the   houseless.   There   is   so   much   
more   to   each   human   being   than   we   see   with   our   eyes.   If   we   choose   to   accompany   them   on   a   
journey   toward   recovery,   it   is   imperative   that   we   engage   the   whole   person   with   empathy,   
acceptance,   &   respect   for   their   struggle.  
  

Our   new   Mayor   is   to   be   commended   for   making   sheltering   the   houseless   a   major   initiative   of   his   
new   administration,   but    HRAC   recommends   keeping   the   exceptionally   successful   mass   
shelter   at   Sullivan   through   this   winter   while   more   comprehensive   longer   term   solutions   
are   developed:   

Recommendations   for   consideration   by   the   Mayor   &   Assembly   

1. Provide   Mass   Shelter   for   up   to   500   for   this   winter   
a. Stay   with   Sullivan   through   this   Winter   as   you   develop   longer   term   solutions.   

i. All   things   considered,   Sullivan   Arena   is   optimal.   
ii. The   cost   of   relocating   the   Sullivan   operation   must   be   weighed   against   the   

economic   impact   of   remaining   in   place.   
b. What   is   the   probability   that   an   alternative   site   can   be   prepared   by   either   the   

October   target   date   or   the   arrival   of   winter?   
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2. Mass   shelters   should   be   reserved   for   extraordinary   times   such   as   these   necessitated   by   
COVID   &   the   coming   eviction   tsunami   

a. Whenever   feasible,   smaller   congregate   shelters   will   provide   a   less   traumatic  
environment   &   produce   more   successful   transitions   into   housing.   

b. Providing   clients   with   a   significant   role   in   governing   the   operations   of   the   shelter   
will   improve   self-esteem   &   improve   transitions   into   permanent   housing.   

3. Halt   Camp   Abatement   &   Provide   Camp   Cleanup   Support   
4. Convert   Centennial   Park   Campground   into   a   Muni   Sanctioned   Camp   for   those   who   

cannot   tolerate   the   stress   of   congregate   shelters.   
a. Install   art-friendly   fencing   along   Boundary   Avenue   to   control   access   &   provide   a   

little   privacy   for   the   campers   &   their   neighbors.   
b. Provide   coordinated   onsite   meal,   health   care,   social,   &   transportation   services.   

5. Continue   to   utilize   hotels,   apartments,    et   al ,   to   shelter   those   who   do   not   struggle   with   
being   separated   from   their   peers   &   who   seem   capable   of   caring   for   their   room     

a. Many   can   not   tolerate   being   all   alone   with   their   trauma.   
6. Accelerate   the   opening   of   the   desperately   needed   treatment   center   for   substance   abuse   

recovery   &   rehabilitation,     
a. Include   a   walk-in   72-hour   detox   center.   
b. Encourage   healthcare   providers   to   expand   their   roles   in   substance   abuse   

recovery   &   report   on   their   progress.   
c. Encourage   resolution   of   HIPPAA   issues   that   are   an   impediment   to   housing   

solutions.   
7. Encourage   the   development   of   peer-to-peer   support   through   programs   such   as   the   

Library’s   successful   Community   Resources   service   (which   needs   your   ongoing   financial   
support).   

8. Cosponsor   with   the   Downtown   Partnership,   HART,   &   HRAC   an   ongoing   series   of   
Community   Council   &   neighborhood   conversations   that   bring   together   both   housed   &   
unhoused   individuals   &   families   in   discussions   that   help   us   understand   one   another   in   
non-threatening   ways.     

9. Sponsor   inter-community   conversations   among   our   very   diverse   local   communities   in   an   
effort   to   build   mutual   understanding   &   to   lessen   tensions   &   insecurities.   

10. Continue   the   search   for   funding   for   long   term   solutions   beyond   mass   shelters   
a. Continue   building   partnerships   that   combine   government,   private,   &   non-profit   

funding   &   service   resources   to   create   viable   housing   options   for   individuals   &   
families   that   find   themselves   without   a   house.   

b. HRAC   has   endorsed   the   construction   of   a   two-phase   Tiny   Homes   Pilot   Project   to   
demonstrate   the   feasibility   of   building   community   &   providing   more   affordable   
housing   within   our   Municipality.   

11. Lobby   our   Congressional   delegation   to   sponsor   comprehensive   federal   housing   support   
for   everyone,   including   the   more   than   ¼   of   our   Alaska   residents   whose   housing   situation   
is   tenuous.   
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Background   

● We   are   grateful   for   our   former   Mayors’,   Assembly’s,   Anchorage   Coalition   to   End   
Homelessness’,   &   their   many   community   partners'   extraordinary   &   innovative   efforts   to   
protect   our   houseless   community   from   the   ravages   of   COVID-19   even   as   many   workers   
were   only   allowed   to   have   virtual   contact   with   their   clients   for   much   of   the   year.   

○ Individuals   who   received   shelter   during   this   pandemic   experienced   an   enhanced   
sense   of   dignity   &   a   significant   reduction   in   stress   compared   to   their   pre-COVID   
“sardine”   experience   in   Anchorage   shelters.   

● As   an   advocacy   group,   HRAC   wishes   to   be   as   supportive   as   can   reasonably   be   
expected   of   all   efforts   to   provide   housing   for   our   people.   

○ As   peer   support   for   Anchorage   individuals   &   families   without   a   house,   we   urge   
inclusion   of   our   voices   in   all   matters   that   will   impact   our   people   --   “nothing   about   
us   without   us.”     

○ We   understand   that   changing   times   bring   change.     
■ What   can   we   do   to   help   assure   that   the   change   coming   is   for   the   better?   

● We   commend   our   new   Mayor’s   commitment   to   devote   dollars   &   political   capital   to   help  
our   community’s   individuals   &   families   living   houseless.   

● The   Sullivan   Arena   Shelter   operations   compare   extremely   favorably   to   the   models   cited   
by   the   Mayor’s   team   that   were   covered   in   recent   Anchorage   Daily   News   articles.   

● Nationally,   COIVID-19   spread   rapidly   through   unsheltered   populations.   
● Our   Municipality’s   pro-active   emergency   implementation   of   CDC   recommendations   for   

sheltering   persons   without   a   house   prevented   COVID   from   spreading   widely   among   our   
houseless.   

● COVID   &   People   without   a   house   became   politicized   nationally   &   locally   during   recent   
elections   which   complicates   all   efforts   to   develop   consensus   solutions.   

● If   Delta   gains   a   strong   foothold   here,   all   unvaccinated   individuals   will   be   at   risk.     
○ Currently   99%   of   AK   COVID-related   hospitalizations   are   unvaccinated   individuals   

● The   Investment   required   to   provide   an   adequate   supply   of   affordable   housing   in   our   
Municipality   exceeds   the   capacity   of   all   available   public   &   private   financing   options,   while   
a   typical   Anchorage   family   devotes   ~47%   of   the   income   to   housing   expense   (which   is   
~50%   higher   than   the   ~30%   recommended   by   financial   planners).   

● If   the   pandemic-justified   eviction   moratorium   ends   as   Winter   approaches,   our   population   
of   people   without   a   house   will   explode.   

Preliminary   Observations   on   our   Mayor’s   Proposal   

● The   proposal   is   commendable   in   that   it   represents   our   Mayor’s   commitment   to   devote   
dollars   &   political   capital   to   help   our   Municipality’s   individuals   &   families   living   without   a   
house.   

● The   cost   of   the   proposed   solution   will   consume   all   potentially   available   financing   for   the   
foreseeable   future,   foreclosing   many   other   options.   

● The   “Mass”   Shelter   is   too   large   for   the   long   haul   due   to   the   challenges   noted   below.   
● Anchorage   needs   multiple   smaller   options   spread   across   the   community.   
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● Completion   of   the   Mass   Shelter   before   October   or   even   the   onset   of   Winter   is   not   likely   
to   happen   &   will   most   likely   incur   significant   cost   overruns.   

● Stay   with   Sullivan   throughout   this   Winter   as   you   develop   longer   term   solutions.   

Lessons   We   Learned   Observing   Sullivan   Arena   Shelter   Operations   

● Tensions   were   reduced   significantly   by   providing   space   between   the   cots   
○ What   a   contrast   to   shoulder-to-shoulder   mats   on   the   floor!   

● Open   all   day   for   folks   to   have   a   place   to   be   &   rest     
○ What   a   contrast   to   being   kicked   out   early   in   the   morning,   spending   the   day   trying   

not   to   go   crazy   or   get   more   depressed,   then   standing   in   line   much   of   the  
afternoon   to   get   back   in…!   

● Navigation   on   site   for   resources   is   important   
○ Excellent   concept   that   can   be   improved   as   we   move   forward.   
○ Funding   for   this   service   was   cut   before   COVID,   but   it   is   critical   .   

● Health   Care   onsite   greatly   reduces   911   calls   &   is   much   appreciated   by   the   clients.   
● Food   available   when   you’re   hungry!   
● A   place   to   store   belongings.     

○ As   opposed   to   dragging   your   personal   belongings   behind   you   all   day   long.   
● Being   treated   to   the   luxury   of   your   own   space   day   after   day   goes   a   long   way   to   

improving   your   outlook   on   what   might   yet   be   possible.   

Challenges   Confronting   Mass   Shelters   

● Staff   are   challenged   to   appreciate   each   individual   as   a   unique   human   being.   
○ “one-size   fits   all”   still   governs   most   interactions.  

● Large   aggregations   of   vulnerable   individuals   attract   those   seeking   to   exploit   them.   
○ Drugs,   alcohol,   sex   trafficing,   fencing,   loan   sharking,    et   al   

● An   individual   who   is   houseless   is   an   individual   who   is   burdened   with   a   great   deal   of   
trauma   &   discouragement.   

● Mixing   the   energies   of   500   traumatized   individuals   in   a   mass   shelter   ( e.g.    meth   addicts,   
heroin   addicts,   alcoholics,   FAS   victims,   mental   health   challenges,   untreated   brain   
injuries   or   other   health   conditions)   can   easily   lead   to   chaos.   

● “Self-medication”   has   been   used   for   millennia   as   a   balm   to   help   manage   pain   &   trauma.   
● Folks   struggling   with   sobriety   may   not   be   comfortable   around   folks   in   active   addiction.   
● Outbursts   by   folks   with   behavioral   health   issues   can   create   havoc   in   a   mass   shelter.   
● For   some,   the   social   pressure   of   being   surrounded   produces   extreme   anxiety.   
● Mass   shelters   evolve   a   caste   system   that   tolerates   the   abuse   of   the   “less   than.”   
● People   who   are   kicked   out   have   no   other   options   than   to   camp.     
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A   reminder:   HRAC   strives   to   Be:   
● The   voice   that   has   not   been   heard   in   the   past   for   all   those   communities   we   serve   
● A   safe   space   for   houseless   people   to   unpack   their   trauma   &   share   their   joys,   concerns,   

hopes,   &   needs     
● A   bridge   over   the   chasm   separating   the   houseless   &   the   housed   
● A   forum   for   houseless   &   formerly   houseless   individuals   to   meet   housed   individuals   in   the   

middle   where   we   can   build   a   common   understanding   of   the   problem   &   work   together   
toward   solutions   that   will   fill   the   gaps.   

  
Adopted     
July   15,   2021   
by   the   Anchorage   Houseless   Resource   Advocacy   Council   Steering   Committee   
[All   HRAC   Voting   Members   are,   or   have   been,   houseless]   
Attest:   Sid   McCausland,   HRAC   Scribe   
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